
RACING WILD

Bright street racing slot with 3 types of Wilds 
and Free Spins with re-trigger

Feel the speed with our Wild Girls, racing through the metropolitan streets for 
awesome reel features and Free Spins with re-trigger. Three types of Wilds race 
across the screen. They land as 3x Big Stacked Wilds, each bringing a +1 win 

multiplier for as long as showing on the reels.

The Green Wild nudges one reel to the left on each consecutive spin until it 
disappears. The Blue Wild locks for 3 spins. Any existing Green Wilds lock together 

with it. If a new Green Wild lands with an active Blue Wild, it locks in place and 
restarts the locked spins counter. The Pink Wild unlocks any Blue or Green Wilds on 

the screen. When unlocked, the Blue Wild awards additional +3 Free Spins to the 
Free Spins counter. The Pink Wild awards 9 Free Spins. At the start of each Free 

Spin, the Pink Wild speeds away and lands again on a random free reel. During the 
Free Spins, any landed Green Wilds continue nudging and any landed Blue Wild 

starts chasing the Pink Wild to leave and reappear on a random reel after it.

VOLATILITY WIN LINES RTP FEATURE FREQUENCY

5/594.74%103/5



RANDOM WILDS
Three types of Wilds race across the screen and 
may stop on any reel with no Wilds. They land as 

3x Big Stacked Wilds, each bringing a +1 win 
multiplier for as long as showing on the reels.

NUDGING WILD REEL
A landed Green Wild nudges one reel to the left on 
each consecutive spin until it reaches the last reel 
and disappears. Just one Green Wild can land per 
spin, for a max of 5 on the reels.

LOCKED WILD
A landed Blue Wild locks for 3 spins. Any existing 
Green Wilds lock together with it. If a new Green 
Wild lands while a Blue Wild is active, it locks in 
place and restarts the locked spins counter. The 

Pink Wild unlocks any Blue or Green Wilds on the 
screen. When the Blue Wild is unlocked, it awards 

additional +3 Free Spins to the Free Spins counter.

FREE SPINS BONUS
A landed Pink Wild awards 9 Free Spins. At the start of 
each Free Spin, the Pink Wild speeds away and lands 
again on a random free reel. During the Free Spins, any 
landed Green Wilds continue nudging on each spin and 
any landed Blue Wild starts chasing the Pink Wild to 
leave and re-appear on a random reel after it.


